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Abstract
Despite the fact that data imbalance is becoming more and
more common in real-world Spoken Language Understanding
(SLU) applications, it has not been studied extensively in the
literature. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the
first systematic study on handling data imbalance for SLU. In
particular, we discuss the application of existing data balancing
techniques for SLU and propose a multi-task SLU model for
intent classification and slot filling. Aiming to avoid over-fitting,
in our model methods for data balancing are leveraged indirectly via an auxiliary task which makes use of a class-balanced
batch generator and (possibly) synthetic data. Our results on
a real-world dataset indicate that i) our proposed model can
boost performance on low frequency intents significantly while
avoiding a potential performance decrease on the head intents, ii)
synthetic data are beneficial for bootstrapping new intents when
realistic data are not available, but iii) once a certain amount
of realistic data becomes available, using synthetic data in the
auxiliary task only yields better performance than adding them to
the primary task training data, and iv) in a joint training scenario,
balancing the intent distribution individually improves not only
intent classification but also slot filling performance.

1. Introduction
Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) models are essential
components in voice-controlled devices, such as Amazon Alexa,
Siri and Google Assistant. Typically, SLU addresses the two subtasks of intent classification (IC) and slot filling (SF). While the
former identifies a speaker’s intent, the latter extracts semantic
constituents from the natural language query. For example, given
the user utterance “play music by volbeat”, the IC subtask should
identify PlayMusic as intent, while the SF subtask should detect
“volbeat” as Artist. Recently, mostly DNNs are explored for
SLU, which model IC and SF jointly to leverage the interaction
between the two subtasks (e.g. [1], [2], [3]).
Academic research on SLU has mostly focused on improving overall accuracy on datasets with a static distribution and a
fixed set of intents. By contrast, in real-world SLU applications,
new intents are continuously added over time, yielding dynamically changing and highly imbalanced data distributions. This
issue, which is known as data imbalance in machine learning [4],
usually leads to poor predictive performance on minority classes.
However, for an SLU application, it is important to support all
intents, because the set of supported functionalities is announced
to the customers, and there is no direct correspondence between
the frequency with which a certain functionality is used and its
importance. For example, an utterance ”where is my phone?”
is likely rarely used, but may be still important to the customer.
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Notably though, in Academic SLU research the problem of low
performance for low-frequency intents is typically hidden, as
overall IC accuracy is measured, which is governed by performance of the head intents, as the percentage of test samples for
tail classes is low.
In industry research, recently the data sparseness problem
for new classes has been explored. Corresponding approaches
investigated in particular data augmentation with synthetic data,
such as machine translated (MT) data [5] or data collected via
paraphrase generation techniques [6]. However, typically, the
focus has been on how synthetic data can be generated, and
sparse classes were simply balanced by adding synthetic data
without taking overall data distributions into account.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper provides the first
systematic study on handling data imbalance for SLU. In particular, we study the impact of data imbalance and evaluate different
data balancing approaches for SLU. Our task has the following
specific challenges: i) the class distribution used by customers
during application is unknown during model training time, because it is evolving over time as new features are added and
user behaviour changes, and ii) our aim is to boost performance
of low-frequency intents, while not decreasing accuracy for the
head intents. The latter is important, as the head intents are
frequently used by customers, and thus a decrease in accuracy
could risk a drop in customer satisfaction with the device.
While there is a large body of work addressing the data
imbalance problem, it has not been studied sufficiently yet for
modern DNN-based models and several findings are not consistent across tasks [4], indicating that different methods may
be beneficial for different tasks. In addition, common data balancing methods like random over-sampling or weighted loss
functions (e.g. [7], [8], [4]) may cause over-fitting, potentially
leading to a performance drop of the head intents on unseen data
during application.
To overcome the over-fitting problem, inspired by Zhang
et al. (2019) [9], we use a multi-task framework including a
primary task and an auxiliary task sharing a common feature
extraction component. Although the two tasks are trained alternatively in a multi-task setting, only the primary decoders are used
during the inference phase. Thus, if we add extra information
to the auxiliary task, it will be indirectly injected to the primary
task through the feature extraction. Intuitively, this can help us
to prevent the primary model from over-fitting. In this work, we
apply two data imbalance handling techniques, i.e. training with
a class-balanced batch generator and data augmentation with
synthetic data to the auxiliary task.
We present empirical results on a real-world imbalanced
SLU dataset. In particular, we compare our proposed approach
with applying standard techniques including over-sampling, data
augmentation with synthetic data, a re-weighting scheme with a
DNN loss, and a class-balanced batch generator, directly on the
primary task. Our results indicate that:

1. our proposed model can boost performance on low frequency intents significantly while avoiding a performance
decrease on the head intents which is a potential issue
faced by common data re-sampling and re-weighting
methods,
2. synthetic data are useful for intent bootstrapping, but
3. once a certain amount of realistic intent data becomes
available, using synthetic data in the auxiliary task only
yields better performance than adding them to the primary
task training data, and
4. in a joint training scenario, balancing the intent distribution individually improves both IC and SF performance.

2. Related Work
We are not aware of previous work addressing the data imbalance
problem in a systematic manner for SLU. However, there is a
large body of work addressing this topic in other fields, particularly in image processing (e.g. [8], [4]). The most common
approaches to data balancing include different re-sampling and
re-weighting strategies. In random over-sampling, samples for
the minority classes are duplicated [8]. While this has been
shown to be quite effective, it increases model training times and
has been found to cause over-fitting [10]. In addition, synthetic
over-sampling of minority classes (SMOTE [7]) as well as random under-sampling of majority classes [11] has been explored.
Weighted loss functions can be applied to change the impact
of (certain) classes during optimization. A common strategy
for re-weighting a loss function is using the (smoothed) inverse
of class frequencies (e.g. [12], [13]). Moreover, leveraging
information about the class distribution on a reference dataset
has been explored, for instance, dynamic sampling [14] and a
label-distribution-aware margin loss [15] have been explored.
However, a challenge in our task is that the class distribution
during application is unknown during model training and hence
cannot by leveraged.
Another related line of research explores boosting performance of low-frequency classes via knowledge transfer from
head to tail classes. (e.g. [16], [17]).
Zhang et al. (2019) explore data balancing for image processing tasks by making use of an auxiliary task which combines
a class-balanced and a random batch generator [9]. We have
adapted this idea for our SLU task, e.g. towards handling joint
tasks, to use different batch generators for primary and auxiliary
tasks, and we additionally study the integration of synthetic data.
Different methods have been proposed for generating synthetic data to boost performance of new languages or features
in SLU via data augmentation (e.g. [5], [6]). While we include
synthetic data into our study, our focus is not on data generation.

3. Method
For the SLU task, we use a joint model for IC and SF based
on BERT [18]. We develop a multi-task framework consisting of two of these SLU tasks i.e. a primary and an auxiliary
SLU task sharing a common feature extraction. While the two
tasks are trained jointly, only the primary task decoders are used
for the inference phase. The auxiliary task is trained using a
class-balanced batch generator (CBG) and (optionally) data
augmentation with synthetic data.
3.1. SLU Model
Figure 1 shows our multi-task model for handling data imbalance
in SLU. Our model deals with two tasks:
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Figure 1: A multi-task model for handling data imbalance with
a class balanced batch generator.
• Primary task: Standard SLU, which is a joint model of
IC and SF using a regular random batch generator.
• Auxiliary task: SLU using a class balanced batch generator, which has the same model architecture as the primary task, but is trained with a special batch generator
to assure class balance in each training batch. Moreover,
synthetic data may be used during training to balance
low-frequency classes with synthetic samples.
The SLU model consists of a BERT [18] encoder, an intent
decoder and a slot decoder. As shown in Figure 1, the BERT
encoder’s outputs at sentence level and token level are used
as inputs for the intent and slot decoders, respectively. The
intent decoder is a standard feed-forward network including
two standard dense layers and a softmax layer on top. The slot
decoder uses a CRF layer on top of two dense layers to leverage
the sequential information of slot labels. The two losses of IC
and SF are optimized jointly with balanced weights (1.0:1.0).
To perform multi-task training, we alternate through tasks
using a ratio of 1.0:1.0 between primary task batches and auxiliary task batches, respectively, during the training process. The
training process is completed when both of the tasks are done.
3.2. Class-Balanced Batch Generator For A Joint Model
Algorithm 1: CBG
Input: D - training data set, C - set of classes (labels),
¯ b - batch size
¯
and
size=0;
size per class=b/|C|;
¯
while size ≤ |D| do
new batch ¯= ∅
for c in C do
¯ size per class instances of class c selected
S={
¯ randomly from D }
¯
new batch = S ∪ new
batch
¯
end
size=size+|new batch|
train model using new batch
end

Algorithm 1 shows our class-balanced batch generator. Each
batch contains the same number of instances per class. To avoid
training time explosion on large-scale datasets, we stop an epoch
when the total number of the generated instances in the epoch
exceeds the original training size.
We have to deal with two data distributions due to having
two sub-tasks. Since slot labels are often shared across several
intents, we assume that there is a strong correlation between the
distributions so that when the IC distribution is balanced, the

Dataset
Snooze Browse Cancel Head I.
Train
40
16
–
166,493
Val.
10
4
–
20,846
Test
449
634
623
20,710
NMT data 20,285
7,855
2,657
–
Table 1: Number of samples for three simulated low-frequency
intents and the remaining seven intents (head intents).
slot distribution is balanced accordingly. Therefore, our classbalanced batch generator is performed on the IC distribution
only.
3.3. Data Augmentation With Synthetic Data
Due to language expansion of voice-controlled devices, a large
amount of annotated SLU data may be available in different
languages, in particular in English. These data can be leveraged
for SLU model development in another language (e.g. [5], [2],
[19]). In this work, following Gaspers et al. (2018) [5], we automatically translate English source data into our target language,
and use the translated data as extra training data in the auxiliary
task. Thus, in contrast to previous work, our approach supports
utilizing synthetic data for re-balancing rather than just directly
for model training. This can help us to avoid the negative impact
of low quality synthetic data on the primary task.

4. Experiments
In this section, we describe our experiments comparing different
data balancing techniques on a real-world German SLU dataset.
4.1. Datasets
Realistic SLU data We extracted a random data sample from
a commercial German SLU system; the data are representative
of requests to voice-controlled devices and were manually annotated with intent and slot labels (see Table 1). The sample is
from the Notifications domain and comprises 351.066 samples.
We split the dataset into 80% train, 10% validation and 10%
test data. The data are highly imbalanced for intent classes with
a long-tail distribution, where the smallest classes comprise a
single sample only. Due to the small amount of test instances for
low-frequency intents, we cannot reliably evaluate performance
for them. Therefore, we created an artificial set up to study intent
bootstrapping in a systematic way. In particular, we first removed
data of all intents having fewer than 1,000 samples, leaving 10
classes. This ensures that at least 100 test samples are available
per intent, which are needed to measure performance reliably
in a large-scale set up. We selected the three intents with the
lowest frequency from the remaining intents to simulate intent
bootstrapping and filtered out all of their samples from the train
and validation datasets. To simulate the growing data amounts
per class in a developing system, where new features are added
over time, we randomly sampled a different amount for each
of the three intents and re-added 80% and 20% to the filtered
train and validation datasets, respectively. We added 0, 20 and
50 samples for CancelReminderIntent, BrowseReminderIntent
and SnoozeNotificationIntent, respectively.
Machine-translated data We translated data from an English
NLU system into German using a transformer-based neural machine translation (NMT) system trained with Sockeye [20]. The
NMT system was trained on 4,000 segments of internal data
as well as 28,733,606 segments of publicly available data; slot
labels were projected from the English source utterances to the

German translations using the alignment model fast align [21].
The number of NMT-generated samples is 2,657, 7,855 and
20,285 for CancelReminderIntent, BrowseReminderIntent and
SnoozeNotificationIntent, respectively. This data set is used for
data augmentation of low-frequency classes in our experiments.
4.2. Models
We train and evaluate the following models on our SLU data:
• Baseline: The standard model without any data imbalance
handling technique; this baseline is obtained by training
the primary task individually on SLU training data.
• Over-sampling: Common random over-sampling method;
for each intent class, SLU training data are up-sampled
to the number of samples in the head class. The primary
task is then trained individually on the up-sampled data.
• Balanced-loss: Common re-weighting method with DNN
loss; The cross entropy loss of IC is balanced by using
class frequencies. The model is obtained by training the
primary task individually on SLU training data.
• CBG: The primary task is trained individually on SLU
training data using the class-balanced batch generator.
• Mul.-CBG: Proposed method without data augmentation;
an auxiliary task with class-balanced batch generator
(without using machine translated data) is applied.
• Data-aug.: Common training data augmentation method;
SLU training data are augmented with the synthetic NMT
data for low-frequency classes. The primary task model
is then trained individually on the augmented data.
• Data-aug.+Over-sampl.: Combination of the above dataaug. and over-sampling approaches. SLU training data
are first augmented by adding all of the available synthetic
NMT data for low-frequency classes and subsequently
up-sampled as in over-sampling. The model is then obtained by training the primary task individually on the
up-sampled and augmented training set.
• Data-aug.+Balanced-loss: Combination of the above
data-augmentation and balanced-loss approaches. SLU
training data is augmented by adding the available NMT
data for low-frequency classes. The model is then obtained by training the primary task individually on augmented training data with balanced loss.
• Data-aug.+CBG: Combination of the above dataaugmentation and CBG approaches. SLU training data
is augmented with the available NMT data. The primary
task model is then trained individually on the augmented
SLU training set using a class-balanced batch generator.
• Mul.-CBG+Data-aug.: Proposed method with data augmentation; the auxiliary task with class-balanced batch
generator is applied on the NMT-augmented dataset.
4.3. Settings
In our experiments, we use pre-trained multilingual BERT [18]
(size 768), and max-pooling for sentence representation. Each of
our decoders has 2 dense layers of size 768 with gelu activation.
The dropout values used in IC and SF decoders are 0.5 and 0.2,
respectively. For optimization, we use Adam optimizer with
learning rate 0.1 and a Noam learning rate scheduler. We trained
our model with batch size of 64.
Following Gaspers et al. (2018) [5], we use a semantic error
rate, which measures IC and SF jointly and is defined as follows:
SemER =

#(slot+intent errors)
#slots in reference + 1

(1)

Method
Over-sampling
Balanced-loss
CBG
Mul.-CBG (ours)
Data-aug.
Data-aug.+Over-sampl.
Data-aug.+Balanced-loss
Data-aug.+CBG
Mul.-CBG+Data-aug. (ours)

Snooze
-30.63
-32.45
-40.56
-3.59
+236.97
-33.33
-57.67
-64.85
-29.74

Browse
-56.03
-40.37
-56.77
-45.77
-32.66
-37.16
-32.98
-37.25
-34.21

Cancel
-16.77
-16.77
-8.10
-9.93
-43.83
-44.98
-49.42
-45.09
-2.63

Head I.
+7.03
+11.43
+8.57
-1.10
-0.22
+3.08
+3.96
+19.56
-0.44

Table 2: Relative change in semantic error rate (%) on three
low-frequency intents and on the head intents for data balancing
methods on real-world SLU data compared to the baseline. A
decrease in SemER implies better performance.
.

5. Results

Table 2 shows the performances of our experimental models on
the head intents, and on each of the three low-frequency intents.
5.1. Performance without data augmentation
Performance for all of the low-frequency intents can be improved
just by balancing the regular training data. However, for CBG,
random over-sampling and balanced-loss methods, the boost
in performance comes at the cost of a relative increase in SemER for the head intents of at least 7.03%. As head intents are
much more frequently used by customers, and the customers are
used to their comparatively high performance already, such a
decrease in performance is usually not acceptable. By contrast,
our approach with the class-balanced batch generator boosts performance for all low-frequency features, yielding up to 45.77%
relative reduction in SemER per intent, without over-fitting on the
low-frequency classes. Thus, our results suggest that leveraging
data balancing techniques in the auxiliary rather than the main
task is beneficial. This may be the case, because the model keeps
the access to important information about the intent distribution,
which is lost when data balancing is applied in the primary task.
5.2. Performance with data augmentation
As expected, without using any other techniques, performance
is improved when simply adding NMT data (data-aug.) to CancelReminderIntent, which didn’t have any intent samples beforehand. However, for SnoozeNotificationIntent, which already had
50 intent samples, simply adding NMT data (data-aug.) yields
236.97% increase in SemER. This highlights the fact that in an
evolving system one needs to be careful with maintaining synthetic data. They can be very useful to bootstrap new features
when no or few realistic feature data are available. However, as
they are typically of comparatively low quality, they can decrease
performance when they are kept while more and more realistic data become available. While random over-sampling, CBG
and balanced-loss can mitigate this problem and improve performance on low-frequency classes, this again comes at the cost of a
decrease in performance for the head intents (cf. data-aug.+oversampl., data-aug.+CBG and data-aug.+balanced-loss). Multitask-CBG+Data-aug. indicates performance when NMT data
are not added to the primary task training data, but used in the
auxiliary task class-balanced batch generator during training
only. For SnoozeNotificationIntent and BrowseReminderIntent,
which already have a small number of samples in the realistic training data, performance is improved compared to adding
NMT data to the primary task training data without overfitting
on the head classes. For SnoozeNotificationIntent performance
for Mul.-CBG+Data-aug. is better than both Mul.-CBG without

using data augmentation and data-aug. This suggests that once
a certain amount of realistic intent data becomes available, it’s
beneficial to leverage NMT data only with Mul.-CBG+Data-aug.
However, for intents without realistic training data, standard
NMT data augmentation is preferable, as the intent cannot be
recognized otherwise. Note that this is the case for CancelReminderIntent in this experiment.
5.3. Does balancing the intent distribution help slot filling?
Interestingly, the intent-based data balancing methods also improve SF performance, as indicated by the results for CancelReminderIntent by several methods without including data augmentation, in particular Mul.-CBG. Recall that there are no samples
for this intent in the regular training data. Hence, the intent
cannot be recognized, adding one error to SemER for each test
utterance evaluation independent of the method (not applying
data augmentation). In fact, the improvements for CancelReminderIntent are solely resulting from improved SF performance.
We attribute this improvement to the fact that slots are shared
across several intents and may benefit from intent-based data
balancing, as we are using a multi-task model for IC and SF.
5.4. Performance on benchmark data
Unlike previous approaches to SLU, our method is focused on
improving low-frequency classes which have typically very few
samples in small-scale benchmark datasets and thus improvements in the overall standard SLU error metrics IC accuracy and
slot F1 might not be expected. However, to investigate whether
using an auxiliary task with a class-balanced batch generator
improves upon a SOTA SLU model on a benchmark dataset we
evaluated our approach on the small-scale ATIS dataset [22]
using the version provided by [23]. In particular, we trained the
baseline and Mul.-CBG models, and we found that Mul.-CBG
improves over the baseline on IC accuracy and slot F1 from
97.4% to 97.5% and from 95.7% to 96.2%, respectively. This
indicates that our method can even increase overall performance
on small-scale benchmark data, and that our model yields comparable performance to state-of-the-art SLU systems [3, 2, 23]. In
addition, the results provide further evidence that balancing the
intent distribution also improves SF, i.e. from 95.7% to 96.2%
in F1, where the latter even slightly outperforms the previously
best reported results of 96.1% for SF on ATIS [3].

6. Conclusion
We presented a study comparing different techniques for handling data imbalance for DNN-based SLU. Aiming to boost
performance for low-frequency intents, we proposed a multitask model for SLU in which we make use of an auxiliary task
to deal with data imbalance. Our results on a real-world SLU
dataset indicate that: i) in contrast to common data re-sampling
and re-weighting methods, our method can boost performance
on low frequency intents significantly without decreasing performance of the head intents, ii) synthetic data are beneficial
for bootstrapping new intents when realistic intent data are not
available, but iii) once a certain amount of realistic intent data
becomes available, using synthetic data in the auxiliary task only
yields better performance than adding them to the primary task,
and iv) in a joint training scenario, balancing intent distribution
individually improves not only intent classification but also slot
filling performance. Overall, our method achieved relative error
rate reductions of up to 45.77% for low-frequency intents.
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